
Tutorials        Terminals        iCT250 — Connecting to a phone line (alternative option)

Step 1

connect phone 
cord to Magic Box
Connect one end of the included phone 
cord to the socket on the Magic Box 
labeled with a phone IN icon. It is next 
to the larger Ethernet port.
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Connect phone cord to Magic Box

2 Connect phone cord to wall jack

3 Connect power adapter to Magic Box

4 Press green terminal button to verify 
connection
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Connect phone cord to Magic Box

2 Connect phone cord to wall jack

3 Connect power adapter to Magic Box

4 Press green terminal button to verify 
connection Step 2

connect phone 
cord to wall jack
Connect the other end of the cord 
directly into the phone jack in the 
wall. Splitting the line through any 
other device, such as a fax machine, 
is not recommended.

Do not connect 
line through a fax 
machine or other 
dialing device. 

Do not use a 
phone cord splitter 
appliance or any 
other intermediate 
connector between 
the terminal and the 
wall jack.
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Step 3

connect power 
adapter to Magic 
Box
Connect one end of the round power 
adapter to the Magic Box and plug 
the other end into a wall outlet.
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Connect phone cord to Magic Box

2 Connect phone cord to wall jack

3 Connect power adapter to Magic Box

4 Press green terminal button to verify 
connection
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Step 4

Press green 
terminal button to 
verify connection
Press the green terminal button to 
access the main status menu. In order 
for the terminal to connect for a 
transaction, the phone line must have 
a steady dial tone and should not be 
in use. The connection status is 
indicated by the direction of the 
phone icon on the status bar at the 
top of the screen. Contact support at 
1-888-886-8869 if unable to test 
successfully.
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Connect phone cord to Magic Box

2 Connect phone cord to wall jack

3 Connect power adapter to Magic Box

4 Press green terminal button to verify 
connection
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